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Abstract The evaluation of ice sheet models is one of the pressing problems in the study of ice sheet
dynamics. Here we examine the question of how much isochronous information is contained within
the publicly available Center for Remote Sensing of Ice Sheets (CReSIS) Greenland airborne radio echo
soundings data set. We identify regions containing isochronous reflectors using automatic radio echo
sounding processing (ARESP) algorithms. We find that isochronous reflectors are present within 36% of the
CReSIS radio echo sounding englacial data by location and 41% by total number of data. Between 1000
and 3000 m in depth, isochronous reflectors are present along more than 50% of the data set flight path.
Lower volumes of cold glacial period ice also correspond with more isochronous reflectors. We find good
agreement between ARESP and continuity index results, providing confidence in these findings. Ice
structure data sets, based on data identified here, will be of use in evaluating ice sheet simulations and the
assessment of past rates of snow accumulation.

1. Introduction

The evaluation of ice sheet models is an urgent problem both with respect to sea level forecasting and the
understanding of ice sheet dynamics. The Greenland polar ice sheet is the second largest ice body in the
world. It contains about 2.85 million km3 of ice, equivalent to a global sea level rise of 7.2 m. Change in the
Greenland ice sheet volume will directly affect Atlantic circulation, climate, and global sea level. Models of
Greenland ice flow dynamics are at a stage where the resultant estimates of sea level change are consis-
tent with available observations. Even so, the Fifth Assessment Report Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change places sea level change estimates at only a medium confidence level, partly because observations
of large-scale ice flow dynamics remain short [Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2013]. Improving
our understanding of the nature of the Greenland ice sheet, and its ice flow, is thus an urgent problem [e.g.,
Velicogna, 2009].

Difficulties in ice sheet model evaluation stem partly from a lack of available data sets that quantify the
internal structure of the ice sheets. This problem can potentially be addressed using observed ages of the
ice [Clarke et al., 2005; Lhomme et al., 2005]; however, such studies have generally been restricted to using
observations from sparse ice core data sets. If larger amounts of age data are available, however, such data
set could be used to spin up and to test models [e.g., Heimbach and Bugnion, 2009; Hindmarsh et al., 2009;
Leysinger Vieli et al., 2011]. For this reason, ice sheet and consequent sea level predictions may stand to gain
from the automatic acquisition of ice sheet scale data sets [Sime et al., 2011; Karlsson et al., 2012]. Quantify-
ing the isochronous information present in airborne radio echo sounding geophysical surveys is likely the
best available route toward achieving this goal.

Airborne radio echo sounding (RES) systems operate by emitting a radar pulse which propagates through
the air and the ice sheet. Energy from the pulse is reflected at boundaries between materials of differing
dielectric properties, and the return signal is recorded. Continuous internal ice reflectors are usually thought
to be isochronous [Bogorodsky et al., 1985; Eisen, 2008]. RES observations can therefore provide information
about the englacial age structure [e.g., Fahnestock et al., 2001; Eisen, 2008; Matsuoka et al., 2009] and ice flow
conditions [Leysinger Vieli et al., 2007; Karlsson et al., 2012].

There has been recent progress made in terms of automatically quantifying the amount and type of
englacial ice structure information within polar ice sheet RES data. RES echo strength data are typically
presented in two formats: as a plot of each trace, sometimes referred to as an A-scope, and as an image
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comprising a series of adjacent traces, sometimes referred to as a Z-scope. Making use of A-scope profiles,
Karlsson et al. [2012] approached the problem of automatic quantification by developing an algorithm to
examine the degree of reflector continuity. They find that their continuity index corresponds closely with
ice flow speed. An alternative approach is outlined in Sime et al. [2011]. The automatic RES processing
(ARESP) method of Sime et al. [2011] uses RES binary images, each derived from original Z-scopes, to enable
characterization of reflectors. Here we further develop and apply the Sime et al. [2011] quantification
method based on image processing, we present the first ice sheet scale application of the method, and
we compare results to those derived using the Karlsson et al. [2012] approach. This allows us to estimate
the total amount of recoverable isochronous information from the Greenland Center for Remote Sensing
of Ice Sheets (CReSIS) RES data set. The work describes how new approaches might help the evaluation of
ice sheet simulations, by enabling ice sheet modelers to understand the amount of information which can
automatically derived from existing radio echo sounding data sets.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. The CReSIS Greenland RES Data Set
The Center for Remote Sensing of Ice Sheets (CReSIS; University of Kansas) Greenland data set has been
acquired over a period of 19 years, using an evolving series of radar systems and airborne platforms
[Namburi, 2003; Lohoefener, 2006; Namburi, 2007; Gogineni et al., 2007; Oswald and Gogineni, 2008]. While
studies using the CReSIS RES data have tended to focus on basal topography [Gogineni et al., 2001], the radar
depth sounder measurements feature extensive isochronous internal layering [e.g., Fahnestock et al., 2001;
Gogineni et al., 2007]. These observable englacial reflectors are present within a significant, but presently
unknown, proportion of the retrieved RES observations. They provide the potential for the recovery of
englacial ice structure data from within a few hundred meters of the ice surface to within a few hundred
meters of the bed.

CReSIS data used here were downloaded on 15 July 2013 from https://data.cresis.ku.edu/data/rds/
[Gogineni, 2012], a total of 18,836 files. CReSIS flight lines extend across the whole of Greenland (Figure 1a).
CReSIS in-house processing tends to generate three files for most flight segments. The first file is formed
from data with low-gain settings for the air-ice interface and upper-ice layers retrieval, the second file is
formed from data with high-gain settings for the ice bottom interface and deep ice layer retrieval, and the
third file is a combined product. Here on advice from the CReSIS team, we use the combined file product,
which is combined at a fixed time after the surface return. In practice, this means excluding any individual
high- or low-gain files, which excludes 11,399 files. Any radar returns that were within-air or within-bedrock
(above or below the ice) are also discarded. This is achieved using the ice bottom and ice surface location
information included with the CReSIS files. Flight segments where ice bottom and ice surface could not be
located, or which featured less than 100 englacial echoes were also discarded, resulting in a further 683 file
discards. A total of 6753 files contain enough englacial data to be processed, themselves extracted from
across 19 flight campaigns, along 393,953 km of flight path. A full breakdown of data by year, radar system,
and air platform is provided in Appendix A.

2.2. The ARESP Algorithm
The ARESP algorithm uses feature recognition to assess the likelihood that binary Z-scope images con-
tain isochronous reflectors. Rather than tracing a single layer across the CReSIS data set, the basic results
from the Sime et al. [2011] method are reflector dip angles across each individual flight segment. If these
dip angles are horizontally integrated, the resultant product is equivalent to tracing layers across the seg-
ments. The slope and number of englacial reflectors are measured over very short lengths: tens of meters.
This approach of using a binary “layer” or “not-layer” version of the Z-scopes is computationally efficient
[e.g., Sime and Ferguson, 2003]. Additional properties of the identified short layer binary objects also help
enable classification of each reflector object. ARESP can thus be used to assess the likelihood that each
automatically measured object represents a reflection of an isochronous feature.

Binary versions of the Z-scope images are separated into thin (vertical) strips. Properties of the layer
“objects,” isolated through this process, are measured. These properties include the following: position, area,
major axis length, minor axis length, and slope (or dip, or orientation). Any object that is too small, too large,
or with an aspect ratio of less than three to one is eliminated, since these are very unlikely to represent true
isochronous reflector objects [cf. Sime et al., 2011]. In addition to these criteria which eliminate individual
objects which are unlikely to be isochronous, we also examine the characteristics of very localized groups of
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Figure 1. (a) A map of CReSIS radar echo sounding (RES) flight paths over Greenland. Data are classified by radar system
(symbol colors); RES line quality (line gray scale); and airplane platform, where P3 is a Lockheed P-3 Orion, TO is a Twin
Otter, and DC8 is a Douglas DC-8 (symbol type). (b) Ice thickness measurements from the CReSIS data set. Both the
ice surface and ice bottom were either hand picked or automatically picked by the CReSIS team. (c) The RES vertical
resolution (m). Resolution remains constant along each flight line.

objects. These groups, or populations, each comprises 100 or less objects within 250 m (approximate), in the
vertical and horizontal directions, of the population center. For each of these local object populations, an
actual number of objects, and variability of the object slopes, are then used to calculate whether RES data
at this location are locally traceable isochronous reflectors. See Sime et al. [2011] for further details of the
algorithms, and Appendix B for a discussion of the specific number of objects, and variability of the object
slopes, threshold values.

2.3. The “Continuity Index” Algorithm
The continuity index algorithm is based on the observation that isochronous reflectors are represented in
A-scope profiles as peaks of high reflected relative power bounded by lower values. A-scopes from regions
of ice with many reflectors may thus exhibit high-amplitude fluctuations, while regions where these reflec-
tors are less clear display fewer peaks in the A-scope profiles. The main difference between the two cases is
therefore the rapidity with which the signal changes between extreme values. We can quantify this by using
the absolute value of the gradient of the A-scopes, and this is what is referred to as the continuity index.
Thus, areas with clear reflectors return a high continuity index, while areas where the reflectors are less clear
or absent have a low continuity index. To help ensure the measured reflector continuity regionally represen-
tative, the calculated continuity index value is averaged over windows containing 100 A-scopes. For a more
complete description of the algorithm, please see Karlsson et al. [2012].

3. Results
3.1. A Comparison of ARESP and Continuity Index Results
Continuity index results (Figure 2a) indicate extensive, continuous isochronous reflectors (high continuity
index) in the central part of the ice sheet, while faster-flowing shallow areas have a low continuity index
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Figure 2. Comparison between (a) the continuity index and (b) the ARESP-based isochrone percentage estimate. Here
we use only RES data from 2010 onward, obtained from a P3 aircraft platform. This is due to sensitivity of the continuity
index to aircraft platform. All data is shown at 5 × 5 km resolution. (c) The local correlation between the two measures,
calculated using a spatial sample of area 400 × 400 km. Each correlation value is calculated using available data (from
Figures 2a and 2b) within 200 km of the mapped data point. The correlation calculation sample size in central regions is
low compared with the more data-rich southern, northern, and coastal areas. Regions which have no data within 25 km
of the grid point center are also masked.

(Figure 1b), indicating disrupted or absent isochrones. There are a few anomalously high data points along
the margin of the ice sheet, which can be due to crevassing and the effect of ice close to the melting point,
which can both occur where shearing or surface melting are present. The algorithm can misinterpret these
phenomena as layering. ARESP results (Figure 2b) suggest a similar pattern, but with lower values over
northeastern regions.

Comparing the continuity index and the ARESP-based isochrone percentage estimates at the 400 × 400 km
regional scale, by calculating the correlation between the two measures within these regions, indicates
that in central northern Greenland, the correlation between the two approaches is weak (Figure 2c). This
could be partly due to less spatial variability (a much lower signal-to-noise ratio in ice flow speed) at the
regional 400 km resolution. However, at the ice sheet scale, results from each algorithm tend to confirm the
results of the other. This is despite their being based on independent data set quantities. A consequence of
this similarity in results is the confidence it lends to ARESP-based estimates of the amount of isochronous
information in the data set.

3.2. What Fraction of the Total Ice Depth Under Each Point on the Surface is Composed
of Isochronous Reflectors?
The fraction of the total ice depth under each point on the surface is composed of isochronous reflectors,
can be determined by calculating the fraction of the total ice depth under each point on the surface is filled
with ARESP objects which possess consistent slopes, and which also have other quantities consistent with
isochronous reflectors, as outlined in section 2.

Using ARESP measurements from across the whole data set there are two main possible approaches that
could be used to define the quantity of “consistent reflector slopes.” The first approach would use the
assumption that measurable isochronous reflectors have variable slope properties across the data set. The
second alternative assumption is that isochronous reflectors slopes possess similar characteristics through-
out the data set. In the first case, the fundamental assumption is that the variance of the reflector slopes
depends on the absolute local isochrone slope, while in the second case, the assumption is that these
quantities are independent. In practice, using either assumption, the geographical pattern of isochronous
reflectors remains similar (not shown) although the total estimated proportion of isochronous information
somewhat depends on local threshold specification. It is possible to make a case for either scenario. How-
ever, based on observed CReSIS RES measurement noise patterns, we believe that the second scenario is
probably more accurate for this data set. (From another viewpoint, this is also equivalent to assuming that
nonisochronous reflector noise across the data set is uniform.) The implication of using the second assump-
tion is that the estimation of the fraction of RES data which features measurable isochronous reflectors
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Table 1. Total Distance of Reflectance Data and
Isochronous Data by Depth

Depth Total Isochronous Isochronous
(m) (km ’000s) (km ’000s) (%)

250 305 67 22
500 313 75 24
750 305 109 36
1000 291 143 49
1250 276 154 56
1500 260 148 57
1750 239 137 57
2000 218 121 56
2250 196 107 55
2500 173 94 54
2750 153 81 53
3000 135 65 48
3250 118 53 45
3500 102 43 42

can be achieved using a single uniform threshold for
the number of slope measurements, and the local
variability of slope measurements, across the data set.

Using the principle of a uniform threshold (see
Appendix B for threshold details), and when averaged
across all flight segments, the total percentage of
data containing isochronous reflectors is 35.6%. These
isochronous reflectors are distributed throughout
about 90% of our flight segments. Alternatively, if cal-
culations are based on the total number of data, 41%
of the data contain measurable isochronous reflec-
tors. Isochronous reflectors occur more reliably within
thicker inland ice. Between about 1000 and 3000 m
in depth, isochronous reflectors typically occur over
more than 50% of the flight path (Table 1). The occur-
rence of isochronous reflectors is mainly independent

of radar system, aircraft platform, and year flown (Table 2).

3.3. What Ice Sheet Properties Determine the Occurrence of Isochronous Reflectors?
In terms of explaining the regional-scale patterns, the lower amount of isochronous data detected by ARESP
in central north-east Greenland is likely due to cold ice, from the last glacial period (before approximately
21,000 years ago). In this region cold glacial period ice makes up a large percentage of the ice column
[Karlsson et al., 2013]. This cold glacial period ice has few traceable isochronous reflectors; thus, ARESP
calculates a lower percentage of isochronous data in this region. Additionally, large basal ice features are
observed in the region and these phenomena can show up as nonisochronous reflecting features. The
processes behind their formation are not well understood but sticky and slippery spots, as well as basal
accretion have been suggested [Bell et al., 2011].

To the east, toward the coast, the percentage of reflectors that are isochronous rises. Here the transition
to the colder glacial period ice occurs relatively deeper within the ice. The highest percentages, which are
found in the western central region, are likely by a combination of low velocities (less disruption) paired with
relatively less cold glacial period ice.

In addition to the north versus south patterns, less isochronous data occurs around the coast, particularly
in southern and eastern regions. These regions, with low levels of isochronous data, tend to coincide with

Table 2. Percentage of Data That Are Isochronous

Radar Air Data Isochronous
Year System Platform Type (%)

1993 ICORDS P3 standard 46
1995 ICORDS P3 standard 62
1996 ICORDS P3 standard 66
1997 ICORDS P3 standard 55
1998 ICORDS2 P3 standard 54
1999 ICORDS2 P3 standard 55
2001 ICORDS2 P3 standard 57
2002 ICORDS2 P3 standard 59
2003 ACORDS P3 standard 46
2005 ACORDS TO standard 30
2006 MCRDS TO standard 56
2007 MCRDS P3 standard 50
2008 MCRDS TO combined 29
2009 MCRDS TO mvdr 10
2010 MCoRDS DC8 mvdr 41
2010 MCoRDS P3 mvdr 26
2011 MCoRDS P3 combined 41
2011 MCoRDS TO combined 20
2012 MCoRDS P3 mvdr 41

faster ice flow [Joughin et al., 2010]. [Karlsson
et al. 2012] note that reflector continuity
decreases in the presence of fast flow. This flow
speed explanation is backed up by the pat-
tern of variance of the local reflector slopes
(Figure 3c). Central and northern portions of
the ice sheet tend to feature much lower slope
variance values. This suggests that, within
this slow moving ice, more of the reflectors
tend to slope in the same direction. Within
some coastal regions that feature faster flow,
we see much higher values for the reflector
slope variance. Additionally, isochronous reflec-
tors generally cannot be identified in thin ice;
reflected signals from internal layers in thin ice
are often masked off-vertical rough-surface
scatter. Since coastal ice also tends to be thin-
ner, this also acts to reduce the amount of
isochronous data.
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Figure 3. (a) Percentage of RES data that contain measurable isochronous reflectors, specifically the percentage of the
local ice depth column which yields isochrone data. (b) The percentage of RES data where sufficient reflectors exist
to enable statistically significant dip measurements. See Appendix B for further details. (c) Variance (median standard
deviation) associated with reflector slope populations; note inverted color bar. All gridded at 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ . Data sets
(Figures 3b and 3c) are produced using a single mean value from each individual flight segment. A 50 km radius median
filter is applied during this collation process. If there are insufficient data, here defined as less than three values available
within 50 km of the center of the grid point, no value is allocated to the gridded data set.

4. Conclusions

On the regional scale, observations of continuous englacial reflectors have been accurately digitized from
RES data by hand, and the results successfully used to investigate regional changes in ice flow [Siegert et
al., 2004; Rippin et al., 2006], and directly in ice flow modeling studies [e.g., Conway et al., 1999; Siegert et al.,
2003; Martín et al., 2006; Waddington et al., 2007; Eisen, 2008; Martín et al., 2009]. However, a rapid increase
in the amount of RES observations from Greenland and Antarctica mean that successful automatic RES
algorithms that allow the extraction of isochrone data may now also be of use to the glaciological and
paleoclimate communities.

Here we find that ARESP and the continuity index can both be used to automatically identify regions of
traceable isochronous reflectors. By developing and using ARESP, we estimate the proportion of isochronous
data here. The method developed measures the proportion of RES data which contains isochronous reflec-
tors by automatically assessing the number of measurable reflectors and the local variance of reflector
slope. We find that measurable isochronous reflectors occur most frequently between 1000 and 3000 m in
depth, and across about 36% of the data (by flight location), and about 41% of the total number of data.
The occurrence of isochronous reflectors is mainly independent of the year the CReSIS radar system was
flown, though measurements from the P3-platform have tended to yield data which are more amenable to
additional forms of automated measurement.

Regions with lower continuity index, or featuring a low ARESP-estimated proportion of isochronous reflec-
tors, are most likely to be coastal regions experiencing faster flow. Faster flow tends to result in disrupted
reflectors, the coastal regions also tend to feature shallow ice, both of which can lead to a lack of measurable
isochronous reflectors. Central northeastern regions contain large volumes of ice from cold glacial periods.
This results in fewer measurable isochronous reflectors, likely because the high concentration of carbonate
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dust in cold and windy climates has neutralized layers of volcanically derived acids that may otherwise cause
radar returns [Jacobel and Hodge, 1995]. These results have implications for the use of automatically mea-
sured isochronous data in evaluating ice sheet models. For Greenland, there may be only rather limited
isochrone data available from faster-flowing coastal regions. There will also be less information available
from regions that contain large volumes of cold glacial period ice. These data limitations will be the fun-
damental constraint on automated three-dimensional age field generation, and likewise the use of RES
observations for the evaluation of models of Greenland ice flow.
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